
How many brains do you have? one or two?

Use the brain hat
to Learn which
side and which

regions control
different things!

we call them hemispheres,
inside our right & left

hemispheres are different
regions that allow us to

do different things!

Take a closer look at your brain!

Did you know?
your left hemisphere

controls your right side 
and your 

right hemisphere controls
your left side? 

Did you know your brain is split in two?
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what does what?
learn which region controls

what, now you can colour
them in on your 

brain hat. 

left     right
Telling the

time, naming
things &

logic 

Music, art,
creativity,

stories and
eureka ideas!

Moves the
right side

of your
body

Moves the
left side
of your

body

Right 
leg, hip, trunk,

arm, elbow,
hand & fingers

 

left
leg, hip, trunk,

arm, elbow,
hand & fingers

 

Knows where your body is
in 3D space, understanding

dimensions

Smell, speech,
hearing &

understanding
sentences

Rhythm &
interpreting

facial
expressions

 

Controls
your right

eye

Controls
your left

eye
Balance & muscle memory
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Have a think about what
regions you use 

to do your 
favourite things?

When you are creating your
brain hat what part of your

brain are you using? 

When you are reading the
brain facts what part of

your brain are you using? 

what is my brain doing?

What can you do to
look after your

brain? 

Your brain is a hive of
activity and everything
you do with your body, is

instructed by your
brain. It is really

important to take good
care of it, so you can
continue to do lots of

fun and exciting things
throughout your lifetime!  
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top tips to Keep your brain healthy
Eat healthy foods: a balanced

diet with plenty of fruits,
vegetables, whole grains &
protein can help keep your

brain healthy.

Get enough sleep: 
This is very important

for your your brain to
function properly. 

aim for least 9-11 hours
of sleep each night.

you can See how much
sleep you get compared
to others here today by

answeirng our sleep
survey!

Exercise regularly: helps
improve blood flow to the brain 

& can help improve 
memory & concentration.

Read and learn new things:
Reading and learning new things
can help keep your brain active

and engaged.

Play games and do
puzzles: This helps

improve memory,
problem-solving skills,

and concentration. 
Did you test your brain
at the sock challenge?

Limit screen time: Too much can
be harmful to your brain, it's

important to limit the amount of
time spent in front of screens.
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you brain is formed in the womb and as you grow, it
grows too & different regions start to form.

fun brain facts

Use our brain station to look & feel
how your brain grows & changes

from a baby, to a teenager, then an
adult and onto old age.

do you know who's brain is heavier?
Granny 

or a
gorilla?

dad 
or

dolphin?

A Giraffe 
or 

A hippo?

a New born baby Brain is 400 grams
by age 5 your brain is 90% of its full size. 

but continues to develop until your early 20's. 
the average adult brain = 1400 grams but as you

get older your brain shrinks! 
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As you learn about your brain regions - Carefully colour them!1

When you are finished colouring, carefully Cut out both hemispheres. 2

Then carefully cut along the solid “V” lines. Don’t snip the dashed lines!3

Then pull the “flaps” you have created over to the dashed lines 
& secure with tape on the inside.4

After you have pulled all the flaps over,
 it should look like a one half of your brain - what is that called again? 5

Join your two hemispheres by turning it over & working along the inside seam. 
can you remember what connects your two hemispheres? 6

Starting at one end, match the sides & Secure with tape.  
Working your way along the inside, match & tape each little section as you go.7

When you get to the last part, your brain hat will be taking its final shape. 8

Optional- If you would like to add a cerebellum, 
cut it out and tape to the inside, at the back of your brain  hat.

make your own 
brain hat

@genscot@generationscotland @generationscotland

Taking a selfie? tag us!


